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10" Hemlock N31°W, 34.5' to center, scribed "T3N R10W S8 BT RS691", and Park corner tag.
4" Hemlock N85°E, 10.6', scribed "X".
30" Hemlock S40°E, 35.3', scribed "T3N R10W S16 BT".
19" Hemlock S44°W, 30.6', scribed "T3N R10W S17 BT".

North 31' to center spring branch course S40°W.
West 40' to center spring branch.

N1/16 Corner Sections 16 and 17 (1981)

Set 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap and steel post with plain white paddle 2.0' West.

9¾" Spruce N34°W, 14.3' to center, scribed "N1/16 S17 BT RS691".
6¾" Spruce N58°E, 9.0' to center, scribed "N1/16 S16 BT".

Placed Parks corner tags on both BTs. Obliterated corner and accessories set in 1975.

¼ Corner Sections 17 and 16 and Witness Corner (1981)

Found original bearing tree stumps for witness corner. Found rotted Hemlock 45°+ in diameter with outer rim left and center rotted out. Approximately 1.0' high. Found rotted Hemlock stump with center rotted out approximately 4.0' high. Found piece of wood on ground at side of stump with face of old blaze evident. No scribe visible. Reset witness corner by pulling original distances from approximate centers of rotted bearing tree stumps.

Set 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap. Set galvanized steel post with white paddle marked "W.C." 2.0' NW.

8" Hemlock S27°W, 12.8' to center, scribed "WC BT RS691". Placed Parks corner tag.

Creek 39°+ westerly. Creek course is northeasterly.

Set ¼ corner 33.0' West of witness corner. Set a stone 18"x10"x6" and chiseled ¼" on East face, erected ring of stone on East side of corner stone with corner stone in the West edge of ring. Set galvanized steel post and boundary paddle 7.0' SW of corner stone at edge of creek. Placed Parks corner tag inside ring next to East face of corner stone. Corner is 6.0' easterly of creek. Creek course is northeasterly. Obliterated corner and accessories set in 1975.

S1/16 Corner Sections 16 and 17 (1981)

Set 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap and galvanized steel post with boundary paddle 2.0' West.

11" Spruce N12°W, 10.1' to center, scribed "S1/16 S17 BT".
9° Spruce N36°E, 13.5' to center, scribed "S1/16 S16 BT RS691".

Placed Parks corner tags on both BTs. Obliterated corner and accessories set in 1975.

Section Corner Sections 17, 16, 20 and 21 (1975)

Found 3/4" iron pipe and flat iron along pipe.

Downed 20" Hemlock with chop marks.
8' high stump bears due North scribed with a star.
30" Spruce with chopped out blaze N31°E, 52.1' scribed "T3N R10W S16 BT".